This study hcas grown organically out of my Norwegian work in child psychology (50, 51 The materialistic advantages of the profession were the chief motives. This is indeed an enlightening and fundamental contribution as a background for future investigations of the personality of the teacher.
Introduction
This study hcas In "Adolescence " (27, p. As excellent examples may be mentioned those of Jerusalem (31, 32) and H. Gaudig (25, 26) in Germany, and of Nils Hertzberg (29) (27, 28 We see the tendency : there are in proportion to the number of teachers of both sexes more bad women teachers than men and more good men teachers than women, which gives a due confirmation to our previous conclusion as to the need of more men.
This increase has also gained the attention of eugenicists as a problem of great significance for the future of the race. (Cf. 74 Some general outstanding characteristics of the good woman teacher may be noted : " Motherly looking," " sweet face," " cheerful face," " rosy face," " intelligent looking," " delicate skin," " striking carriage," " stately," " quick in movements," " graceful walk," " old type of beauty," " she was one at whom you would like to look a second time," " she appeared like a queen, yet was not lofty," etc.
The following As to the influence of the teacher's health upon the pupils Dr. Burnham says (13): "With the emphasis now placed upon school hygiene teachers suffering from tuberculosis, nervous disorders, and the like, will not long be permitted in the schoolroom." " Teachers who can set an example of healthful living and normal mental activity will more and more be demanded for the public schools." It seems from this study that there is a definite positive correlation between excellence of the teacher in the common school and his or her health.
" She was so nervous, that she could shriek over the smallest thing now and then, and frighten us almost to death," writes, for instance, a college girl in recalling her 8th grade teacher (aged 41-2).
Turning now to the dress of the teacher, we may first note that all good teachers are recalled as having been " very neat " or "neat" in dress. In my Norwegian study (50) I was able to draw the conclusion that children between 7 General results are that all good teachers are " strict in discipline to a certain degree " -which from the returns appears to be apparent to the pupils, from their ruling the class, through their personalities and from a certain few fixed principles, which the children often seem to have generally " felt more than they have been actually conscious of them, and which have been silently accepted by them as natural. " I would say she was strict in discipline. She never said much about attention, however.
Her manner simply commanded respect, and so she obtained involuntary attention " (high school).
We may give the following general results : It is the bad teacher who resorts to the largest degree of physical punishments, and the old bad woman teacher uses it more than any other group, while the old man leads in " ordinary corporal punishment."
All good teachers, here recalled, used corporal punishment in rare cases-which fact seems to be in agreement with Dr. Hall 
